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Abstract: Many locking devices consist of a rigid plug inserted into an annular cylindrical, rod-like body.
In this paper, a one-dimensional model is developed for the resulting press-fit. This model assumes that the
body is non-linearly elastic and is used to examine the mechanism by which the plug can be pulled from the
rod-like body. Specifically, we find that this mechanism depends on a delicate balance between the pulling
force, the deformed state of the rod-like body, and the friction holding the joint together. The application of
the one-dimensional model to related problems involving press-fits is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many mechanical fasteners and connections can be modeled as a rigid plug which is press-
fitted into a deformable cylindrical (rod-like) body. The integrity of the resulting press-(or
interference-)fit is often improved by thermo-electrical treatments of the plug and body. The
two purposes of the present paper are to examine the deformations induced in the body by the
press-fitted plug and to investigate a measure of the adhesive strength of the resulting joint.

The body of interest consists of an non-linearly elastic, annular, cylindrical body of
undeformed length 5O (cf. Figure 1). The body has an undeformed internal radius UJ and
an external radius UP . First, two rigid plugs are inserted into both ends of the body. The
negligible contact length of the plug and the body is K, while the radius of the plugs are
UJ . u. That is, the radial interference of the press-fit is u. The press-fitted plugs produce
a non-homogeneous deformation in the body, which, due to the Poisson effect, results in
an overall axial contraction. Next, an axial force of magnitude W is applied to each of the
plugs. As W is increased, the body will deform and eventually there will be an insufficient
amount of friction to support the press-fit. It is of interest in this paper to determine how this
limiting value of W is related to the elastic properties of the body. In particular, we find that
the relationship among these variables is non-trivial.

The subject matter of interest is clearly related to shrink-fit and pull-out problems.
Preliminary work on the former used LamÎòs classical solutions for the two-dimensional
analysis of annular, linearly elastic cylinders (cf., e.g., [1]ï[3]). This work has been
generalized in several directions; nonlinearly elastic bodies were considered by Antman and
Shvartsman [4], and Gao and Atluri [5], among others, considered the influence of plastic
deformation, and Lee [6], among others, considered an elastic half-space which is shrink-
fitted around a cylindrical cavity. The pull-out problem for a body which has been shrunk-
fitted into another body was recently considered by Urriolagoitia Sosa et al. [7].
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)LJXUH �� 3ODQ DQG VLGH YLHZV RI WKH URG�OLNH ERG\ RI OHQJWK �u� LQQHU UDGLXV -�� RXWHU UDGLXV -J� ZLWK WKH

ORDGHG F\OLQGULFDO LQVHUWV RU SOXJV�

Some of the features which distinguish the problem of interest in this paper from the
aforementioned works are the finite extent of the body, and the coupled lateral-longitudinal
deformations of the body induced by the plugs. To develop a model for the problem which
encompasses these features we could use the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. However,
we believe that the resulting boundary-value problems would be formidable. Instead, we
develop and examine an alternative one-dimensional (purely mechanical) model.

In the next section of this paper, a model for the press-fitted body is developed. This
model is based on a (Cosserat) rod theory developed by Green and Naghdi and several of
their co-workers (cf. Green and Naghdi [8], Rubin [9], and references therein). Green and
Naghdiòs rod theory has been used to examine various problems where the Poisson effect is
important. These include contact and vibration problems (see Nordenholz and OòReilly [10],
OòReilly [11], and references therein). In section 3, the boundary-value problems for the de-
formation of the body due to the insertion of the plug and attempted removal of the plug are
discussed. These problems are then solved numerically using a numerical continuation pro-
gramAUTO97 (Doedel et al. [12]), and the results are summarized and discussed in section 4.
A criterion for the adhesive limit of the press-fit is discussed in section 5. The closing section
of the paper addresses how the model can be used to examine related systems involving
press-fits.

In this paper, lower-case Latin indices range in value from 1 to 3 while lower-case Greek
indices range from 1 to 2. The set of vectors iHJj denotes a fixed right-handed Cartesian
basis.

2. SYNOPSIS OF THE MODEL

The body is modeled using Green and Naghdiòs rod theory. Specifically, it is modeled as
a material curve with two deformable vector fields (directors) gk . The directors have the
ability to change their magnitude and direction.

The reference state of the material curve is chosen to coincide with the line connecting
the centers of area of each cross-section of the undeformed body. The points on this line are
identified by the arc-length coordinate � , and the position vector of these points are defined
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PULLING APART A PRESS-FITTED JOINT 309

by U @ U+� ,. In addition, the reference values of the directors, G4+� , and G5+� ,, are
chosen to be H4 and H5, respectively.

In the deformed state of the body at time w, the position vector of a point of the material
curve is defined by the position vector u = u+�> w, and the directors are given by vector-valued
functions: gk = gk +�> w,. The coordinate � is used as a convected coordinate for the present
configuration.

To determine the equations governing u and gk , it is necessary to postulate balance laws.
For present purposes, it suffices to specialize the balance laws to the static case. We recall,
from Naghdi [13], that the non-trivial balance laws for an elastic rod are the balance of linear
momentum and two balances of director momentum:

Cq

C�
. � i @ 3>

Cpk

C�
� nk . � ok @ 3= (1)

In these equations, q is the contact force, � i is the assigned force,pk are the contact director
forces, � ok are the assigned director forces, and nk are the intrinsic director forces. All of
the aforementioned fields can be placed in approximate correspondence with the fields of
three-dimensional continuum mechanics [8, 13].

To close equation (1), it is necessary to specify constitutive relations for the force fields.
Here, we assume that the rod is elastic with a strain-energy per unit length �#. This energy
is assumed to be a function of the following twelve independent strains:

�JK @ g J � g K �GJ �GK > �kJ @
Cgk

C�
� gJ � CGk

C�
�GJ > (2)

where, for notational convenience, g6 =
!u
!x

andG6 =
!U
!x

. Clearly, �# @ � e# +�JK > �kL ,. The
resulting constitutive relations can be written in the form

q @ �
C#

Cg6
> nk @ �

C#

Cgk

> pk @ �
C#

C !g�
!x

= (3)

We shall shortly specify �#, � i, and � ok .
The body of interest is assumed to be unstressed in its reference configuration. In this

configuration, the lateral surfaces of the body have radii UP and UJ , and the length of the body
is 5O. We choose the coordinate � such that the ends of the body are defined by � @ 	O.
Using the prescriptions discussed in Green and Naghdi [14], we find that

� @ �3D> D @ �
�
U5P � U5J

�
= (4)

Here, D is the cross-sectional area of the body. Regarding the material of the body, we shall
assume that it is composed of a homogeneous elastic material. Following Green et al. [15],
part of the strain-energy function of the rod is assumed to be a quadratic function of the
strains:

�# @ �#4 . �#5= (5)

The function #4 is given by
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5�#4 @ n4�
5
44 . n5�

5
55 . n6�

5
66 . n:�44�55 . n;�44�66 . n<�55�66

.
n7
7
+�45 . �54,

5
. n8�

5
56 . n9�

5
46 . n43�

5
44 . n44�

5
55

. n45�
5
45 . n46�

5
54 . n47�45�54 . n48�

5
56

. n49�
5
46 . n4:�44�55= (6)

The strain-energy function �#4 does not prohibit extreme deformations where the thickness
of the body can become zero. To eliminate this physically unrealistic behavior, we follow a
suggestion in Kinkaid et al. [16] and add to �#4 the following strain-energy function:

�#5 @
n6!

7
^orj +4 . �44,`

7
.

n6!

7
^orj +4 . �55,`

7
= (7)

Here, ! is a positive constant. The additional term �#5 in the strain-energy function does
not effect the infinitesimal constitutive relations. Indeed, its influence becomes pronounced
only when �44 and �55 approach �4.

Assuming that the strains are infinitesimal, the constants n4> = = = > n4: for various rods
were determined in a series of works by comparing exact solutions of the rod theory to
corresponding solutions from three-dimensional linear elasticity (cf. OòReilly [17]). In
particular, we recall, from Green and Naghdi [14], that

n4 @ n5 @ n6 @
HD+4� � ,

7+4 . � ,+4� 5� ,
> n: @ n; @ n< @

5�

4� �
n4>

n43 @ n44 @
HD+U5P . U5J ,

;+4 . � ,
> n4: @ 3=

(8)

Here, � is Poissonòs ratio, and H is Youngòs modulus. The values of the remaining eight
constants in (6) pertain to flexural and torsional deformations and are not of interest here.

3. FORMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

The problem of interest requires the solution of related boundary-value problems. First, the
ends of the body are deformed by the insertion of the plugs of radii UJ . u. We shall refer
to this as the insertion phase. Then, during the extraction phase, external forces 	WH6 are
applied to the plugs with the aim of pulling them out of the body.

For both sets of boundary-value problems, we assume that the deformation induced in
the body is symmetric about � @ 3. In addition, for the boundary conditions and body of
interest, it can be shown that it suffices to consider purely extensional deformations:

u @ {+� ,H6> g4 @ g4+� ,H4> g5 @ g5+� ,H5= (9)

With the assistance of (5)ï(9), we find from (3) that
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q @ 5n6

�
�66 .

�

4� �
+�44 . �55,

�
C{

C�
H6>

n4 @ 5n6

#
�44 .

�

4� �
+�55 . �66, .

! ^orj+4 . �44,`
6

4 . �44

$
g4H4

. n43�44
Cg4
C�

H4>

n5 @ 5n6

#
�55 .

�

4� �
+�44 . �66, .

! ^orj+4 . �55,`
6

4 . �55

$
g5H5

. n44�55
Cg5
C�

H5>

p4 @ n43�44g4H4>

p5 @ n44�55g5H5= (10)

It is important to note that these expressions are only valid for the motions (9) that we are
considering.

3.1. The insertion phase

During the insertion phase, the plugs are inserted into the ends of the body. To model this, we
exploit the symmetry in � of the problem and prescribe the following boundary conditions:

u +� @ 3> w, @ 3>
Cgk

C�
+� @ 3> w, @ 3>

q +� @ 	O> w, @ 3> gk +� @ 	O> w, @ +4 . � ,Hk = (11)

Here, the dimensionless radial interference � is assumed to increase in a quasistatic manner
from 3 to u@UJ . We shall shortly discuss the ordinary differential equations associated with
the boundary-value problem for the insertion phase.

3.2. The extraction phase

During the extraction phase, axial forces of magnitude W are applied to both inserted plugs.
These forces are assumed to increase in a quasistatic manner from 3. They are transmitted
to the body along the regions � 5 +O> O. K , and � 5 +�O� K>�O,. As W is varied,
the deformation in the section � 5 +�O> O, changes. Using symmetry considerations, it is
possible to consider the extraction phase as two coupled boundary-value problems, one for
the region of the body contacting the plug and another for the region � 5 +�O> O,. However,
we do not adopt this approach here and instead we assume that the former boundary-value
problem has an approximate solution which we discuss below. The latter boundary-value
problem is subsequently solved exactly.
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We assume that the contact region between the plugs and the body occurs along a circle
F of radius UJ . u and length K. The traction field w exerted by the plug on the body has two
components:

w @ wS +frv+� ,H4 . vlq+� ,H5, . w6H6= (12)

Here, wS is often known as the contact pressure of the press-fit, and � is the angle
parametrizing F. It is not difficult to see that

5�K +UJ . u, w6 @ W= (13)

The tractions wS and w6 manifest in the rod theory through the assigned forces � i and
� ok :5

� i @

]
F

wgx @ 5� +UJ . u, w6H6>

� ok @

]
F

w{k gx @ � +UJ . u,
5
wSHk = (14)

In evaluating the integrals, we have assumed that wS and w6 are constant. Substituting (14) into
(1), integrating the resulting ordinary differential equations with respect to � 5 +O> O. K ,,

assuming K ?? O, ignoring
U x@-.)

x@-
nk +y,gy and specifying q+� @ O . K , @ 3 and

pk +� @ O.K , @ 3, we find that

q +� @ O> w, @ K� i @ 5�K +UJ . u, w6H6 @ WH6>

pk +� @ O> w, @ K� ok @ �K +UJ . u,
5
wSHk = (15)

This completes the approximate solution of the boundary-value problem associated with the
contact region of the body and the plug.

Turning to the boundary-value problem for � 5 +�O> O,, we will use (15) to relate the
applied force magnitude W to the fields associated with the rod theory. Furthermore, for this
segment of the rod, � i @ 3 and � ok @ 3. Using the assumed symmetry with respect to
� @ 3, (11)4�5�6, and (15)4, the boundary conditions associated with the extraction phase can
now be stated:

u +� @ 3> w, @ 3>
Cgk

C�
+� @ 3> w, @ 3>

q +� @ 	O> w, @ 5n6 �H6> gk +� @ 	O> w, @ +4 . � ,Hk = (16)

In contrast to (11), during the extraction phase, � is assumed constant, and � @ W@5n6 will
be increased quasistatically from 3.

3.3. The governing ordinary differential equations

We now turn to establishing the governing equations for the insertion and extraction phases.
The section of interest here is � 5 +�O> O,. For this section, � i @ � ok @ 3. For both sets
of boundary conditions, (11) and (16), we find, after substituting (4), (9), and (10) into (1),
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that six of the nine equations are trivially satisfied. In addition, two of the three remaining
equations are identical. The non-trivial remaining equations simplify to two scalar ordinary
differential equations for {+� , and g4+� , @ g5+� ,.

Omitting details, the two equations can be expressed in a compact dimensionless form:

� @ +x3 . 4,

�
�66 .

5��

4� �

�
>

� 33 @
"

4� 5�

�
� . ��66 . ! +4� � ,

�
^orj+4 . �,`6

4 . �

��
> (17)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to v, and

� @ �44 @ �55 @ g 5
4 � 4 @ g 5

5 � 4> �66 @ +x3 . 4,
5 � 4= (18)

In (17), the following dimensionless quantities were used:

v @
�

O
> x @

+{� � ,

O
> " @

;O5

U5P . U5J
= (19)

Here, Ox represents the axial displacement of the centerline of the rod-like body.
In summary, determination of the deformed state of the body has been reduced to finding

solutions, x+v, and �+v,, of (17) which, for a given � and �, satisfy the boundary conditions
discussed earlier.

4. SOLUTIONS OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

The solutions of the boundary-value problems discussed in the previous section could be
obtained using the perturbation method of matched asymptotic expansions. Here, however,
we use the numerical continuation method employed by AUTO97 (Doedel et al. [12]). The
numerical solution procedure is divided into two parts. First, the insertion of the plugs is
modeled by increasing the dimensionless radial interference � at both ends from 3 to u@UJ .
The resulting solution, x+v, and �+v,, to this boundary-value problem is then used as the
starting point for the boundary-value problem where end forces are applied to the plugs. For
a given value of �, x+v, and �+v, are then calculated numerically.

4.1. The insertion phase

A central feature of the insertion phase is the relationship between the pressure wS and the
interference � . In particular, one intuitively expects that the initial amount of pressure will
increase as the interference is increased from zero. Using (15)5 and (10)7�8, we find that

wS @ M
� 3+v @ 4,

+4 . � ,
5 > (20)

where

M @
HD +U5P . U5J ,

� +UJ . u,
5
OK

= (21)
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)LJXUH �� 7KH QRUPDOL]HG SUHVVXUH |o*2&� DV D IXQFWLRQ RI WKH LQWHUIHUHQFH B IRU YDU\LQJ YDOXHV RI D�

D ' f�fc f��c f�2c f��c f�ec DQG f�eb� 7KH DUURZ LQGLFDWHV WKH GLUHFWLRQ RI LQFUHDVLQJ D� 7KH UHPDLQLQJ

SDUDPHWHU YDOXHV DUH � ' �f�f� DQG � ' f�f��

Notice that wS depends on � 3+v @ 4, which is a function of � and must be determined by
solving the boundary-value problem. The results shown in Figure 2 confirm oneòs intuition.
Indeed, it is interesting to note that the relationship between wS and � is approximately linear
for a given value of Poissonòs ratio �. This linearity is present despite the fact that we are
solving a non-linear boundary-value problem.6

4.2. The extraction phase

Representative examples of the solutions to the extraction problem are shown in Figures 3
and 4. In these figures, results are shown for varying values of � . Both sets of results illustrate
the expected necking phenomenon observed at large values of the force W. Indeed, were
! @ 3, then physically reasonable solutions would not be obtained for the larger values of
� because � would be reduced below �4 for certain regions of � . We also note that the
results in Figures 3 and 4 are distinguished by the fact that for the former " @ 43, while
for the latter " @ 4333. Recalling (19)6, a larger value of " denotes a body with a smaller
slenderness ratio. It should be clear from these figures that a body with a smaller aspect ratio
has a diminished boundary layer near the ends.

The particular case where � @ 3 deserves special mention. In this case, the differential
equations (17) simplify considerably, and the lateral deformation is uncoupled from the
longitudinal deformation in this case. Consequently, the insertion phase has no effect on
the extraction phase and vice versa. This is reflected in the results shown in Figure 5.
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s = x/L 1.00.0 s = x/L 1.00.0

- 0.1

u(s)

0.7

- 0.5

g(s)

0.1

)LJXUH �� 6ROXWLRQV RI WKH ERXQGDU\�YDOXH SUREOHP DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH H[WUDFWLRQ SKDVH� )RU WKLV ILJXUH�

WKH IL[HG SDUDPHWHU YDOXHV � ' �f�f� � ' f�f�� D ' f�e� DQG B ' f�f� ZHUH XVHG� 7KH LQGLYLGXDO JUDSKV

FRUUHVSRQG WR YDULRXV YDOXHV RI j� j ' f�fc f��c f�Dc ��fc ��D� DQG 2�f� 7KH DUURZ LQGLFDWHV WKH GLUHFWLRQ

RI LQFUHDVLQJ j�

- 0.1

u(s)

0.8

- 0.8

g(s)

0.1

s = x/L 1.00.0 s = x/L 1.00.0

)LJXUH �� )XUWKHU VROXWLRQV RI WKH ERXQGDU\�YDOXH SUREOHP DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH H[WUDFWLRQ SKDVH� )RU

WKLV ILJXUH� WKH IL[HG SDUDPHWHU YDOXHV � ' �fff�f� � ' f�f�� D ' f�e� DQG B ' f�f� ZHUH XVHG�

7KH LQGLYLGXDO JUDSKV FRUUHVSRQG WR YDULRXV YDOXHV RI j� j ' f�fc f��c f�Dc ��fc ��D� DQG 2�f� 7KH DUURZ

LQGLFDWHV WKH GLUHFWLRQ RI LQFUHDVLQJ j�
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0.0

u(s)

0.6

0.00

g(s)

0.025

s = x/L 1.00.0 s = x/L 1.00.0

)LJXUH �� 6ROXWLRQV RI WKH ERXQGDU\�YDOXH SUREOHP DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH H[WUDFWLRQ SKDVH IRU D ERG\ ZKRVH

3RLVVRQ¶V UDWLR LV ]HUR� )RU WKHVH VROXWLRQV� WKH SDUDPHWHU YDOXHV � ' �f�f� � ' f�f�� D ' f�f� DQG

B ' f�f� ZHUH XVHG� 7KH LQGLYLGXDO JUDSKV FRUUHVSRQG WR YDULRXV YDOXHV RI j� j ' f�fc f��c f�Dc ��fc ��D�

DQG 2�f� 7KH DUURZ LQGLFDWHV WKH GLUHFWLRQ RI LQFUHDVLQJ j IRU WKH JUDSKV RI �Er�� DQG WKH UHVXOWV IRU �Er�

DUH LQGHSHQGHQW RI j� :KHQ j ' f� �Er� ' f�

5. ADHESIVE LIMIT OF THE PRESS-FIT

As mentioned earlier, the ends of the body experience a normal traction wShS and a tangential
traction w6H6 during the extraction phase. The magnitude of w6 is directly controlled by the
amount of traction W applied to the plug, while wS is related to W through the deformation of
the body and the dimensionless radial interference �.

Using (15), (16), and the constitutive relations for pk , we find that

w6 @

�
n6

5� +UJ . u,K

�
�> wS @

�
n43

� +UJ . u,
5
OK

�
� 3 +v @ 4, = (22)

The quotient of these tractions provides the minimal coefficient of static friction �plq needed
to ensure that the plug and body remain in static contact. One can consider this coefficient to
provide a measure of the adhesion of the joint. With some minor manipulations, we find that

�plq @
w6
wS

@ N�4
�

+4� � ,

+4� 5� ,

�
�

� 3 +v @ 4,
(23)

where

N @
U5P . U5J
+UJ . u,O

= (24)
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)LJXUH �� 7KH PLQLPDO FRHIILFLHQW RI IULFWLRQ QHHGHG WR HQVXUH WKH MRLQW KROGV IRU YDU\LQJ YDOXHV RI j

DQG D� )RU WKH LQGLYLGXDO JUDSKV� �L�� D ' f�f� �LL�� D ' f��� �LLL�� D ' f�2� �LY�� D ' f��� �Y�� D ' f�e� �YL��

D ' f�eD� DQG �YLL�� D ' f�eb� 7KH UHPDLQLQJ SDUDPHWHU YDOXHV DUH B ' f�f�� � ' �f�f� DQG � ' f�f��

For a given body and set of plugs, by examining how �plq varies as � varies, we are able
to ascertain the integrity of the joint.

To elaborate on �plq, we numerical integrate the boundary-value problem for several
values of Poissonòs ratio �. First, the insertion phase of the problem is solved for a 4(
increase in the inner diameter of the body. Then a tension W is applied, and �plq as a function
of W is determined. The results are shown in Figure 6. As W increases from 3, the value of
�plq needed to sustain the joint increases. Eventually, at a critical value of W, WDSJU , there is
insufficient friction to support the joint and it fails. This result matches oneòs intuition and
can be easily demonstrated. The surprising feature of the result is how WDSJU varies in a non-
monotonic manner with �. This feature is perhaps evident from (23) because 4� 5� $ 3 as
� $ 3=8; however, one must also realize that � 3 +v @ 4, is a non-linear function of �.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although we have examined a specific system in this paper, the model developed could be
applied to a large number of related systems. These include determining the deformation of a
blood vessel when a plug is inserted, and calculating the ejection pressure needed to launch a
projectile from a rail gun. Unfortunately, our model does not appear to be able to capture the
interesting behavior of the chinese finger lock.7 This toy consists of strands of fibre woven
to form a cylinder. Inserting a finger into each end of the cylinder, and pulling one finds that
the pressure wS increases far more rapidly than the tangential traction w6. As a result, oneòs
fingers become locked. Referring to Figure 6, for the finger lock, �plq would be a decreasing
function of �. Clearly this is not what the model discussed in this paper predicts.
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NOTES

1. Corresponding author, email: oreilly@me.berkeley.edu, fax: 510-642-6163.

2. Here, we are using standard prescriptions for these forces which are discussed in, e.g., Naghdi [13].

3. As discussed in [2], the classic model for a shrink-fit also predicts a linear relationship between the
internal pressure and the interference for an infinitely long, annular cylinder composed of an isotropic,
linearly elastic material.

4. We are grateful to Demetrius Loufas for bringing this toy to our attention.
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